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Nonperturbative calculation of charge-changing processes in C4¿ scattering from neon atoms
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Total cross sections for single- and multiple-electron capture and ionization events in C411Ne collisions are
calculated in the independent particle model using the nonperturbative basis generator method. Dynamical
screening effects due to the removal of electrons from the target atom and due to the capture of electrons to the
projectile ion are taken into account in a global fashion. Our data for impact energies from 20 to 2000 keV/amu
follow the trends of previous calculations for proton and He21 impact, in particular with respect to the energy
dependence of the net electron loss from the target. When comparing our results to available experimental total
cross sections for C41 and F41 impact, we find that~1! relative populations of recoil ion charge states are
generally well reproduced;~2! the absolute normalizations of experimental data appear to be problematic; and
~3! charge-state correlated cross sections are in agreement for processes including up to two electrons, but
discrepancies persist for higher electron multiplicities. It is argued that new experimental investigations of
global and charge-state correlated cross sections would be helpful to further the understanding of ion-atom
collision systems with many active electrons in the regime of medium impact energies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Numerous experimental results for the production of
coil ions in collisions between multiple charged ions a
noble gas atoms have been reported in the literature sinc
first measurements more than 20 years ago@1#. The body of
data includes net electron loss cross sections, cross sec
for the production of recoil ions in specific charge states, a
cross sections for simultaneous capture and ioniza
events, which are obtained from measuring the final cha
states of the recoil and the projectile ions in coincidence

Most of the data were collected in the 1980’s and
reviewed in Ref.@2#. With the advent of recoil ion momen
tum spectroscopy@3#, the main course of research in the fie
has shifted to more differential studies in recent years, le
ing some issues in the investigation of total cross secti
unresolved. In particular, the experimental data for target
oms heavier than helium are mainly restricted to collisions
multiple charged projectiles at impact energies around
MeV/amu or higher. Measurements at intermediate energ
where the projectile velocity is comparable to the mean
locity of the outermost bound target electrons are rare,
systematic studies of the energy dependence of global
charge-state correlated cross sections were only reporte
proton @4# and helium-ion@5# impact. Scaling laws have
been frequently applied to extrapolate measured data to
region ~see, e.g., Ref.@6#! but it is difficult to assess the
accuracy of the cross sections obtained in this way.

On the theoretical side, early attempts to explain the
perimental results in the nonperturbative realm were ba
on classical@7# and statistical@1# models. Refined version
of the early models were successful in describing vari
gross features of the measured cross-section data@2,8,9# and
in guiding the general understanding of the collision p
cesses. However, they suffer from some inherent limitatio
such as the wrong energy dependence of the total ioniza
cross section at high energies and the inability to accoun
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resonant charge transfer in the classical trajectory Mo
Carlo ~CTMC! method@10#.

Quantum-mechanical calculations for the description
the experimental data on a more quantitative level have b
reported only relatively recently. As the explicit solution
the many-electron time-dependent Schro¨dinger ~or Dirac!
equation that governs the collision dynamics is prohibit
for most situations of interest, the quantal descriptions u
ally start from an effective single-particle picture, in whic
the electron-electron interaction is described by a~generally!
time-dependent, mean-field potential. Such independ
particle-model~IPM! calculations are computationally ex
pensive when the mean-field potential is chosen to acco
for dynamical screening and exchange effects on a mic
scopic level, such as in the time-dependent Hartree F
~TDHF! theory @11# or in approximate schemes of time
dependent density-functional theory~TDDFT! @12#. Further-
more, the nonlinearity of the TDHF or TDDFT Hamiltonia
causes fundamental theoretical problems, which usu
manifest themselves in fluctuating transition probabilities
asymptotic times after the collision@13#. As a consequence
only a few calculations for ion-atom collisions with mor
than two active electrons have been performed on this le
@14#.

In recent work, we have approached the problem at h
in the IPM with a single-particle potential that accounts f
electronic screening and exchange effects in the ground s
of the target atom, but neglects the response of the electr
density in the presence of the projectile@15#. A large number
of one- and two-electron processes in collisions of singly a
doubly charged ions with atoms can be calculated succ
fully in this no-responseapproximation over a broad rang
of impact energies, provided that the time-dependent, sin
particle equations are solved accurately, and the resul
single-particle probabilities for the various processes
combined appropriately to evaluate cross sections
multiple-electron transitions@16,17#. Moreover, we have de
©2001 The American Physical Society11-1
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veloped a model to include dynamical screening effects
to the removal of electrons from the target atom in a glo
fashion@18#. This target-responsemodel proved capable o
improving the results for multiple-electron processes and
thermore allowed an analysis and solution of the TDHF~or
TDDFT! projection problem mentioned above. The mod
does not increase the computational cost significantly, c
pared to a calculation in theno-responseapproximation.

In the present paper we extend our investigations to
C411Ne collision system with the aim to assess the valid
of the IPM description and the importance of response
fects for a more highly charged projectile ion. Multiple ca
ture is likely to be important at low to intermediate impa
energies due to the relatively high projectile charge. Th
we extend the global model for response effects to acco
for the screening of the projectile ion during the collisio
while electron density is transferred from the target. As
our previous work, the single-particle equations are pro
gated with the basis generator method~BGM! @19#. The
evaluation of probabilities for charge-changing processe
based on the analysis in terms of products of binomials@17#,
which was introduced as an alternative to standard trinom
statistics to overcome the problem of unphysical high
order capture events. The results are compared with the
ited experimental data for C411Ne collisions@20# and with
measurements for F41 impact @21,22#. The latter system
should have comparable global cross sections, but, as wi
discussed below, may differ from the C41 projectile case for
charge-state correlated events.

II. THEORY

A. Time-dependent screening models

For the C411Ne collision system, we assume that t
electrons at the projectile center are passive and occupy
tightly bound 1s2 state throughout the collision. They ent
the description only by providing a frozen screening pot
tial to be added to the Coulomb potential of the projec
nucleus. In the IPM, the~nonrelativistic! scattering system is
then represented by a set of time-dependent single-par
equations for the initially occupied target orbitals~we use
atomic units, i.e.,\5me5e51)

i ] tc i~r ,t !5ĥ~ t !c i~r ,t !, i 51, . . . ,N, ~1!

with the Hamiltonian

ĥ~ t !52
1

2
D1veff

T ~r ,t !1veff
P ~r ,t !. ~2!

The effective potentials at the target and projectile cen
veff

T andveff
P can be decomposed into nuclear parts and c

tributions due to the electron-electron interaction in the
disturbed ground-state orbitals before the collision and
to the time-dependent variation of the electronic system d
ing the collision
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veff
T ~r ,t !52

ZT

r
1vee

T ~r !1dvee
T ~r ,t !5v0

T~r !1dvee
T ~r ,t !,

~3!

veff
P ~r ,t !52

ZP

r P
1vee

P ~r P!1dvee
P ~r ,t !5v0

P~r P!1dvee
P ~r ,t !.

~4!

Here,ZT andZP denote the charges of the target and proj
tile nuclei, respectively. We assume that the projectile
moves along the classical straight line trajectoryR(t)
5(b,0,vPt) with impact parameterb and constant velocity
vP , and choose the target center as the origin of the re
ence frame. The coordinate of the electron with respect to
target center is denoted byr , while the distance between th
electron and the projectile center isr P5ur2R(t)u.

As in our previous work, we use theexchange-onlyver-
sion of the optimized potential method~OPM! @23# to repre-
sent the undisturbed atomic target potentialv0

T(r ). In the
OPM, self-interaction contributions contained in the Hartr
energy are canceled exactly, and the correct asymptotic
havior v0

T(r )→21/r is ensured.
To represent the screening of the nucleus in the C41(1s2)

projectile, we use the model potential

vee
P ~r P!5

NP

r P
@12~11ar P!exp~22ar P!#, ~5!

where NP is the number of core electrons (NP52 in our
case! and a is an adjustable parameter. This potential b
haves asNP /r P asymptotically such that the total projecti
potentialv0

P has a2QP /r P tail with the asymptotic charge
QP5ZP2NP . Following other studies involving screene
projectiles@24#, we choosea such that the orbital binding
energy of an additional electron in the 2s state is adjusted to
the ionization potential~IP! of C31(1s22s). Using the value
of IP52.370 a.u.@25# we find a53.7276.

We define theno-responseapproximation, in which dy-
namical screening and exchange effects are completely
glected by

dvee
T ~r ,t !5dvee

P ~r ,t !50. ~6!

This approximation is justified at high-impact energies, a
was used in previous studies for singly and doubly char
projectiles. It was shown to be valid for single-electron tra
sitions, such as single capture and single ionization do
into the tens of keV/amu range@16,17#. We found that dy-
namical screening effects become important for multip
electron transitions at impact energies below 500 keV/am
and thus, they also influence the global net electron cap
and ionization cross sections, in which the individual cro
sections forq-fold ionization and capture are added acco
ing to their multiplicitiesq @18#.

In order to include time-dependent screening in the cal
lation without increasing the computational cost compared
the no-responseapproximation we devised a relativel
simple model, in Ref.@18#. In this model, the total effective
target potential is approximated by a linear combination
1-2
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NONPERTURBATIVE CALCULATION OF CHARGE- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 64 012711
ionic ground-state potentialsvq
T . These are weighted with th

time-dependent probabilitiesPq
loss(t) to create the corre

sponding charge state in the collision, i.e.,

veff
T ~r ,t !' (

q50

N

Pq
loss~ t !vq

T~r !. ~7!

The ionic potentials are expressed by the potential of
undisturbed target atom scaled to yield the asymptotic
havior of the desired charge states

vq
T~r !5H v0

T~r ! for q50

v0
T~r !2

q21

N21
vee

T ~r ! for q>1.
~8!

This ansatz yields the same potentials forq50 andq51,
and was guided by the idea to account for dynamical scre
ing in the case of multiple-electron processes, but to supp
it in the kinematical range where zerofold to onefold electr
removal dominates. We note, however, that this can only
achieved approximately due to the statistical nature of
description, in which all channels are described by a sin
mean-field potential.

With the relation

P0
loss~ t !512 (

q51

N

Pq
loss~ t !, ~9!

and the definition of the net electron loss

Pnet
loss~ t !5 (

q51

N

qPq
loss~ t !, ~10!

the response potentialdvee
T (t) in Eq. ~3! can be written as

dvee
T ~r ,t !'2

Pnet
loss~ t !1P0

loss~ t !21

N21
vee

T ~r !. ~11!

This model accounts for the increasing attraction of
effective potentialveff

T as electrons are removed from th
target during the collision. To incorporate the tim
dependent screening of the projectile ion due to capture
cesses, we now construct a response potentialdvee

P (t) in a
similar fashion. The total effective projectile potentialveff

P

@Eq. ~4!# is written as the linear combination

veff
P ~r ,t !'(

k50

M P

Pk
cap~ t !vk

P~r P!, ~12!

where Pk
cap(t) is the time-dependent probability fork-fold

capture, andvk
P is the ionic ground-state potential that

experienced by thekth electron to be captured.M P denotes
the number of electrons that can be captured by the proje
(M P54), which is less than the numberN of electrons avail-
able at the target in our case. Here, we have followed
idea of the analysis of multiple capture and ionization eve
in terms of products of binomials@17#. In this model, capture
of higher multiplicities thanM P is prohibited by distributing
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the net-electron capture probabilityPnet
cap(t) over the physi-

cally allowed channels according to

Pk
cap~ t !5

M P!

k! ~M P2k!! S Pnet
cap~ t !

M P
D kS 12

Pnet
cap~ t !

M P
D M P2k

.

~13!

The ionic potentialsvk
P in Eq. ~12! are modeled in anal-

ogy to Eq.~8! as

vk
P~r P!5H v0

P~r P! for k50

v0
P~r P!1

k21

2
vee

P ~r P! for k>1.
~14!

Again, this choice aims at a suppression of dynami
screening effects in the case of zerofold and onefold capt
For increasingk, the asymptotic charge of the ionic potenti
is reduced by one unit such that a singly charged potentia
obtained fork5M P54 ~with the charge balanceQP5M P).

Inserting Eq.~14! into Eq. ~12! and noting

P0
cap~ t !512 (

k51

M P

Pk
cap~ t ! ~15!

Pnet
cap~ t !5 (

k51

M P

kPk
cap~ t !, ~16!

we find for the response potentialdvee
P (t) in Eq. ~4!

dvee
P ~r ,t !'

Pnet
cap~ t !1P0

cap~ t !21

2
vee

P ~r P!. ~17!

The parametera in the effective potentialvee
P @Eq. ~5!#

was adjusted to fit the ionization potential of the C31 ion in
order to provide a reasonable screening potential for the
electron to be captured. In the case of multiple capture,
which the response potential~17! is turned on, this choice is
questionable as the additional electrons are captured
more weakly bound states. To account for this change in
effective potential we use a different parameterã for vee

P in

Eq. ~17!. We choose ã51.8523 to obtain «2s5
21.760 a.u. which fits the ionization potential of C21 @25#
and adjusts the response potential to the most likely multip
capture channel, i.e., twofold capture. Of course, this cho
can also be criticized, since we always find a mixture of
allowedk-fold capture channels in a mean-field descriptio
In practice, this ambiguity proved to be unimportant as c
culations with eitherã53.7276 orã51.8523 invee

P in Eq.
~17! yielded very similar results.

B. Calculational details

To solve the single-particle equations~1! in the no-
responseapproximation @Eq. ~6!# and with inclusion of
target- and projectile-response effects@Eqs. ~11! and ~17!,
respectively# we use the same BGM expansion as in o
previous works@18,26#
1-3
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uc i~ t !&5 (
m50

M

(
v51

V

cmv
i ~ t !uxv

m~ t !&, ~18!

uxv
m~ t !&5@WP~ t !#muwv

T& m50, . . . ,M , ~19!

WP~ t !5
1

r P
@12exp~2r P!#. ~20!

The basis includes all undisturbed target eigenstatesuwv
T& of

the KLMN shells@i.e., v51, . . . ,V in Eq. ~18! corresponds
to v51s, . . . ,4f ), and also 100 functions from the s
$uxv

m(t)&,m>1% up to orderm5M58.
The inclusion of the response potentials~11! and ~17!

requires knowledge of the net electron lossPnet
loss and the net

electron capturePnet
cap in each time step of the propagatio

Both quantities can be defined by sums over occupied ch
nel functions for attachment to the target and projectile c
ters. It has been observed in several TDHF calculations
the use of undisturbed eigenstates of the projectile and ta
systems as channel functions may lead to transition p
abilities that fluctuate for all times@13#. This projection
problem is associated with the nonlinearity of the TDH
Hamiltonian. As a solution, we proposed a different analy
in Ref. @18#, in which the propagated orbitals are project
onto the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian, which includ
dynamical screening effects. We tested this idea for
target-response potential~11! and obtained stable transitio
probabilities, and, in particular, a stable net electron l
when projecting the solutions of Eq.~1! onto the eigenstate
uwv

T(t)& which satisfy

S 2
1

2
D2

ZT

r
1vee

T ~r !1dvee
T ~r ,t ! D uwv

T~ t !&5«v~ t !uwv
T~ t !&.

~21!

The statesuwv
T(t)& are consistent with the time-depende

mean-field description, as they correspond to the aver
fractional charge state of the target atom after the collisi
We diagonalize the Hamiltonian of Eq.~21! in the BGM
basis to represent the statesuwv

T(t)& and calculate the ne
electron loss according to

Pnet
loss~ t !5N2(

i 51

N

(
v51

V

u^wv
T~ t !uc i~ t !&u2. ~22!

It proved sufficient to sum over the population of the first
statesuwv

T(t)& in Eq. ~22! @18#.
In principle, the inclusion of the projectile-response p

tential ~17! requires an analogous procedure to calculate
net electron capture. However, this cannot be hand
straightforwardly in the present implementation of the BG
in which no projectile states are included in the basis exp
itly. Capture probabilities are calculated after the tim
propagation is completed by projecting the stored tim
dependent orbitalsuc i(t)& onto moving eigenstates of th
projectile ion. This projection can be done for each desi
internuclear separation, and hence, the net electron cap
defined with respect to the traveling projectile statesuwk

P(t)&
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Pnet
cap~ t !5(

i 51

N

(
k51

K

u^wk
P~ t !uc i~ t !&u2, ~23!

can be calculated as a function of time. However, thisPnet
cap(t)

is not available simultaneously with the propagated orbit
uc i(t)& in the present computer code and cannot be u
directly for the construction of the projectile-response pot
tial ~17!.

To solve this technical problem, we have devised an
erative procedure for the inclusion of projectile-response
fects. In the first step, we solve the time-dependent, sin
particle equations~1! with the target-response potential~11!
only. The propagated orbitalsuc i(t)& are stored at many dis
crete time steps during the collision to calculate the net e
tron capture according to Eq.~23! as a function of time. We
note that we have subtracted the bound target part of
orbitalsuc i(t)& before the projection is carried out in order
avoid the problem of overlapping projectile and target sta
around the closest approach. In the second step~the first
iteration! we repeat the time-propagation with inclusion
the target- and the projectile-response potentials, where
latter is calculated with the time-dependent net electron c
ture function of the first step as input. From the seco
propagation we obtain a new net electron capture, whic
used as input for a third step~second iteration!, etc. The steps
are repeated until the net electron capture functionPnet

cap(t)
converges.

Figure 1 illustrates this procedure for C411Ne collisions
at the projectile energyEP520 keV/amu and the impac
parameterb51.75 a.u.Pnet

cap(t) is calculated at 36 internu
clear separations by projection onto the undisturbed eig
functions of theLMN shells of the C41 ion defined by the
Coulomb potential of the nucleus and the effective poten
~5! @i.e., k51, . . . ,K in Eq. ~23! corresponds tok
52s, . . . ,4f #. Note that the occupied projectileK-shell
states are not included in the projection.Pnet

cap(t) is interpo-
lated to all time steps of the propagation when used as in
for the projectile-response potential in the iteration. Figur
shows thatPnet

cap(t) obtained in theno-responseapproxima-

FIG. 1. Net electron capture probabilityPnet
cap ~23! as a function

of the scaled timez5vPt at EP520 keV/amu andb51.75 a.u. in
C411Ne collisions. The calculations are explained in the text.
1-4
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tion @Eq. ~6!# is reduced by approximately 25% when th
target-response potential is included@response~a!#. When this
Pnet

cap(t) is used to calculate the projectile-response poten
in the first iteration, the projectile is screened considera
during the time propagation and, as a consequence, a sm
amount of density is transferred from the target. The n
Pnet

cap(t) implies a degraded dynamical screening of the p
jectile in the next step and leads to a somewhat largerPnet

cap(t)
after the second iteration. Convergence at the 1% leve
achieved after the third to fourth iteration. In total, the inc
sion of the projectile-response potential reduces the net e
tron capture by an additional 17% of theno-responseresult
for the example shown in Fig. 1.

The dynamical projectile screening also affects the
ionization defined as the difference of net electron loss~22!
and capture~23!. For the particular situation depicted in Fi
1, the ionization of theno-responsecalculation is reduced
due to target response by about one half, but is increa
again, when the projectile-response potential is includ
such that after the fourth iteration, 75% of theno-response
result is obtained. This demonstrates that a part of the e
tron density, which is captured into bound states when
projectile potential is frozen, is transferred to the continu
when dynamical screening on the projectile center is
cluded.

Finally, we note thatPnet
cap(t) does not fluctuate signifi

cantly as a function of time, although we have projected o
the undisturbed eigenfunctions of the C41 ion in each step of
the iteration. By contrast, we find an oscillating net electr
loss, when the bound target part is analyzed with respec
the undisturbed eigenstates of the neon atom@18#. This dif-
ferent behavior at both centers might be related to the
that the BGM is built upon a target-centered basis on
There is noa priori reason why the projection problem
should be of minor importance for dynamical screening
fects on the projectile center, as the theoretical analysis
sented in Ref.@18# applies to this case as well.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss our results for charge-chang
processes in C411Ne collisions in comparison with exper
mental data. The total cross section for net electron loss f
the targets1 is shown in Fig. 2. While the inclusion of th
target-response potential reduces theno-responsecross sec-
tion at low to intermediate impact energies significantly, t
additional dynamical screening of the projectile changes
target-response results at most at the 10% level at the lo
energy EP520 keV/amu. The effect of the projectile re
sponse is pronounced at intermediate impact parameters@cf.
Fig. 1#, but it is small at larger impact parameters, whi
contribute considerably to the net electron loss cross sec
We have also included theoretical results obtained in theno-
responseand target-responsemodels for Be411Ne colli-
sions to assess the role of the passive electrons in the41

projectile. These cross sections are slightly smaller than
results for C41 impact, due to the fact that in the case of C41

impact, a larger effective projectile charge is experienced
the target electrons at small internuclear separations.
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small difference justifies a comparison of our results w
experimental data obtained for C41 @20,27,28# and F41

@21,22# projectiles. In the case of F41 impact, only cross
sections for charge-state correlated processes were rep
in Refs.@21,22#. We added these cross sections according
their multiplicities to obtains1 . Our results are in good
agreement with the experimental data of Refs.@22,27,28#
around the impact energyEP51000 keV/amu, but the mea
surements at lower-impact energies do not follow the mo
tonic rise of the calculated cross section curve. Instead, t
hint at a structured energy dependence with a minim
aroundEP5250 keV/amu.

In order to underpin the smooth impact-energy dep
dence of our results and to show that the behavior of
experimental data is likely to be flawed, we plots1 divided
by the projectile chargeQP as a function ofEP /QP in Fig. 3.
Measurements for other projectiles according to Table I a
BGM calculations for proton@16# and He21 @17# impact are

FIG. 2. Total cross section for net electron loss as a function
impact energy. Theory: present calculations for C411Ne collisions
in the no-responseapproximation@Eq. ~6!#, with inclusion of the
target-response potential~11! @response~a!# only, and with the ad-
ditional projectile-response potential~17! @response~b!#. The dotted
curves correspond to calculations for Be411Ne collisions in the
no-response and response~a! models. Experiment: C41 projectiles;
(d) @20#, closed diamond@28#, (n) @27#; F41 projectiles; closed
squares@21#, (s) @22#.

FIG. 3. Reduced plot of total cross sectionss1 for the net recoil
ion production divided by the projectile charge as a function
impact energy divided by projectile charge for Ne targets. Theo
present calculations for C41 impact with and without inclusion of
the target-response potential@response~a!# denoted by the full
curve and chain curve, respectively; He21 impact:@18#; H1 impact:
@16#. The symbols correspond to experimental data listed in Tab
1-5
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TABLE I. Sources of the experimental data used in Fig. 3.

Symbol Projectile ion Impact energy Referen
~kev/amu!

d C21, C31, C41, C51 50, 100 @20#

( Ne21, Ne31, Ne41, Ne51 50, 100 @20#

j F41, F61, F81 130–790 @21#

s F21, F31, F41, F51, F61, F71, F81 1000 @22#

n C41, C51, C61 310, 1140 @27#

! He21 1050 @28#

l C21, C31, C41, C51, C61 1050 @28#

% O21, O31, O51, O61, O71, O81 1050 @28#

h Ne21, Ne61, Ne71, Ne81 1050 @28#

3 Ar41, Ar61 1050 @28#

L Ne31 75–360 @29#

m N21 50 @33#

* Cu61, Cu81 440 @33#

^ C51, C61, O71 1000 @34#
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also included. Such a plot was first motivated by results
CTMC calculations, which reduce to a single curve for
given target atom in the scaled coordinates@27#, and was
subsequently used by experimentalists to compare their m
surements@20,29,30#. We have not included the CTMC ca
culations of Ref.@27# in Fig. 3, since they were obtained in
different kinematical region with absolute impact energ
ranging from 1 to 5 MeV/amu and projectile charges b
tweenQP55 andQP580. We note that the relevant curv
in Fig. 7 of Ref.@27# shows as1 /QP of 1.2310215 cm2 at
EP /QP510 keV/amu, which lies about a factor of tw
above our result obtained with the target-response poten
At the highest reduced energies shown, the CTMC cross
tion lies slightly below our proton result, which in turn,
substantially below our data forQP52 andQP54. The ex-
perimental data included in Fig. 3 were selected from
literature with the constraintsEP&1000 keV/amu andQP
<8.

The calculated cross sections for C41 and He21 impact
are in close agreement in this reduced plot, in particu
when the target-response potential is included. We do
show results obtained with the inclusion of the projecti
response potential in Fig. 3, since they modify the targ
response cross sections only slightly. We have checked
few low and intermediate reduced impact energies that B
calculations with target response for more highly charged
impact~up toQP58) deviate from the He21 and C41 data at
most at the 10% level.

This close agreement, which implies an effective scal
of the net electron loss cross section is remarkable, as
capture and ionization contributions differ considerably
the various projectile charges and absolute energies in
kinematical range. For example, for a fixed reduced ene
EP /QP one observes that the capture contribution to the
electron loss decreases with increasing projectile chargeQP ,
while the ionization contribution increases. Note that this
due to the increase in collision velocityvP for fixed EP /QP .
Also, the impact parameter dependence of the net elec
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loss changes withQP , namely, the distribution flattens a
largerb values contribute more for highervP .

At higher reduced impact energies, the He21 and C41

results diverge. This is due to the fact that the BGM calc
lations approach the limit of first-order perturbation theo
in which the energy dependence is given byEP

21ln EP rather
than byEP

21 . In fact, our results for proton, He21, and C41

projectiles merge when the reduced cross sections1 /QP is
plotted as a function ofEP /(QP ln EP). We conclude that our
present results for C411Ne collisions are consistent with
our earlier data for proton and He21 impact, which in turn,
showed very good agreement with experimental data ov
broad range of impact energies@16,18#. These measurement
are not included in Fig. 3 for the sake of clarity.

The experimental data scatter considerably around
present theoretical results, but they do not indicate a st
ture in the cross section. Clearly, the data point of Ref.@21#
for F41 impact atEP /QP557.5 keV/amu~which is located
at EP5230 keV/amu in Fig. 2! is outside of a band sug
gested by the majority of the experimental data points. T
rather inconclusive behavior of the experimental data
cluded in Fig. 3 can be partly explained by the differe
screened projectile ions used in these measurements. In
@28#, it was argued that the cross sections for dressed pro
tiles should be scaled with respect to an effective cha
Qeff.QP to account for the higher charge of the project
nuclei. For example, this procedure shifts the data po
around 500 keV/(QP amu) to smaller reduced energies a
smaller-reduced cross sections. However, it does not cha
the position of data points at low and intermediate redu
energies, considerably. New precise measurements for
ion impact or for projectiles, for which the dressing effect
small ~such as C41) are desirable to clarify the situation i
this region and to assess the validity of our calculations o
quantitative level.

As mentioned above, the relative contributions of n
electron capturescap and net ionizations ion to s1 change
1-6
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significantly as a function of impact energy. In Fig. 4, w
show the calculated ratioscap/s ion for C411Ne collisions in
comparison with the experimental data for F41 impact
@21,22#, for which this information could be extracted from
the reported charge-state correlated cross sections. As
tioned in the discussion of Fig. 1, we have excluded theK
shell of the projectile in the calculation of the capture, sin
we assume it to be occupied throughout the collision. N
ertheless, density may be transferred into this shell du
the time propagation, as Pauli blocking due to the projec
electrons is not incorporated in the present calculations.
note, however, that this can be done on the level of the I
by also propagating the projectile electrons and combin
their transition amplitudes with the transition amplitudes
the target electrons on the basis of theinclusive probabilities
formalism @26,31#.

The agreement between the theoretical and experime
ratios scap/s ion displayed in Fig. 4 is very good. This con
firms that it is reasonable to compare C41-impact data with
F41-impact data for the global cross sections. It also in
cates that the discrepancies observed fors1 ~Fig. 2! are
likely to be caused by the experimental problem to put
measurements on an absolute scale. We note that theno-
responseapproximation and the two response models g
very similar results for this ratio, which implies that overa
the response models reduce the total capture and ioniza
cross sections approximately by the same percentage.

We now turn to the more detailed cross sections for
production of recoil ions in specific charge states and
charge-state correlated events. In view of the apparent
perimental uncertainties in the total net electron loss cr
sections~Fig. 2!, we have renormalized the experimen
data shown in Figs. 5 to 7 to the theoretical net electron l
calculated in thetarget-responsemodel.

In Fig. 5 we display theq-fold electron loss from the
target, i.e., the cross sections for the production of recoil i
in the charge statesq. The theoretical results are obtained
calculating cross sections fork-fold capture with simulta-
neousl-fold ionizationskl according to the analysis in term

FIG. 4. Ratio of net electron capturescapand net ionizations ion

cross sections as a function of impact energy. Theory: present
culations for C411Ne collisions in theno-responseapproximation
@Eq. ~6!#, with inclusion of the target-response potential~11! @re-
sponse~a!# only, and with the additional projectile-response pote
tial ~17! @response~b!#. Experiment: F41 projectiles; closed square
~error bars are within the size of the symbols! @21#, (s) @22#.
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of products of binomials@16# and adding them in the follow-
ing way:

sq5 (
k1 l 5q

skl . ~24!

We show only results obtained in the dynamical screen
models in Fig. 5 for the sake of clarity, but note that sim
larly, as in our previous study of He211Ne collisions@18#,
the no-responsecross sections are considerably larger th
these data for the higher-recoil ion charge statesq at low to
intermediate impact energies. The displayed theoretical d
are in very good agreement with the renormalized meas
ments of Refs.@21,22# for q51, . . . ,4 and inacceptable
agreement forq55. Only for the highest charge stateq56,
do they lie significantly above the experimental resu
Whether this discrepancy would be reduced in a more refi
dynamical screening model, or whether it cannot be resol
at all within an IPM, remains open at present.

At lower impact energies we observe discrepancies
tween our results and the measurements of Ref.@20#. The
experimental relative contributions of the higher char
states (q>3) are substantially smaller than the theoretic
ones, in particular at 50 keV/amu. Inclusion of the project
response potential reduces the cross sections for highq
only slightly and does not lead to an improved agreemen
closer inspection of our data for, e.g.,q54, shows that the
dominant contribution is due to threefold capture with on
fold ionizations31 followed bys22 ands40. This is true for
both dynamical screening models, although the projectile
sponse reduces the threefold- and fourfold-capture proce
substantially. By applying the formalism ofinclusive prob-
abilities @31#, we have checked that the Pauli principle do
not change these results significantly, since eight vacan
are available in the projectileL shell to which the target
electrons are dominantly transferred. Unfortunately, the in

al-

-
FIG. 5. Total cross section forq-fold electron losssq (q

51, . . . ,6) as afunction of impact energy. Theory: present calc
lations for C411Ne collisions with inclusion of the target-respons
potential~11! @response~a!# only, and with the additional projectile
response potential~17! @response~b!#. The theoretical data corre
spond toq51, . . . ,6 from top to bottom. Experiment: C41 projec-
tiles; (d) @20#, F41 projectiles; closed squares~error bars are
within the size of the symbols! @21#, (s) @22#.
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vidual cross sectionsskl , which would allow a more de-
tailed analysis of the observed discrepancies, were not m
sured by the authors of Ref.@20#.

In Fig. 6 we show cross sections for pure multiple ioniz
tion s0l for l 51, . . . ,6. Ourresults are in good agreeme
with the experimental data for F41 impact for l 51,2, but
behave differently as a function of the projectile energy
the higher degrees of ionization. In addition to the data
Refs. @21,22#, we have included measurements for dou
and triple ionization reported in Ref.@32#. These results are
generally larger than the cross sections of Ref.@21#, in par-
ticular for l 53. At the lowest impact energyEP
5160 keV/amu, they appear to be much too high as thl
52 andl 53 data points almost merge.

At high energiesEP*1000 keV/amu, our results fo
pure multiple ionization are essentially identical to the cro
sections forq-fold electron loss shown in Fig. 5 since captu
is negligible in this region. By contrast, the experimen
data for pure ionization are smaller than theq-fold loss cross
sections for the higher charge states and, as a consequ
smaller than our results. This can be attributed to elect
loss from the F41 projectile, which is not included in the
experimental data displayed in Fig. 6, but which does c
tribute to the total production of recoil ions~Fig. 5! when it
is accompanied by target ionization. We have checked
the cross sections for the higher degrees of ionizationl are
substantially increased and in better agreement with our
sults when the contributions from these processes are ad
At lower impact energies, the experimental data for p
ionization are larger than our results forl>3. In this region
capture processes gain importance. When they occur si
taneously with electron loss from the projectile, they m
yield the same final charge states as pure ionization eve

FIG. 6. Total cross section for purel-fold ionization s0l ( l
51, . . . ,6) as afunction of impact energy. Theory: present calc
lations for C411Ne collisions with inclusion of the target-respon
potential~11! @response~a!# only, and with the additional projectile
response potential~17! @response~b!#. The theoretical data corre
spond tol 51, . . . ,6 from top to bottom. Experiment: F41 projec-
tiles; closed squares~error bars are within the size of the symbol!
@21#, (s) @22#, (n) @32# for l 52,3 only. The data of Ref.@32# were
normalized to the calculated single-ionization cross sections01, as
only ratios of double to single and triple to single ionization a
provided in Ref.@32#.
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In our analysis of the scattering system He11Ne, in which
one electron at the projectile center is actively involved,
found that such processes significantly change the fi
charge-state correlated cross sections in the low to inter
diate energy range@26#. Therefore, we conjecture that th
discrepancies in the present case are mainly associated
the different projectiles employed in the experiments and
calculations.

The problem of the different projectile species becom
even more apparent in the case of single- and multip
capture processes. In these cases, the electrons in theL-shell
of the F41 projectile affect the results by modifying the o
bital energies of the vacant states compared to the C41 ion,
and by undergoing inelastic transitions that change the fi
charge state distributions. In Fig. 7, we show cross secti
for single and double capture accompanied byl-fold ioniza-
tion. We have included the experimental data of Re
@21,22#, although a direct comparison with our theoretic
results seems inappropriate. Qualitatively, we observe
similar behavior as in the case of pure multiple ionizati
~Fig. 6!: at lower energies, the measurements exceed the
culated cross sections, whereas they lie below our resul
high impact energies. They show a more rapid decrease
the pure capture channels (l 50) than for the transfer-
ionization channels (l>1) toward high energies. Qualita
tively, this feature is reproduced by our calculations f
double capture, and also for triple and fourfold capture d
played in Fig. 8.

Finally, we briefly discuss the influence of the addition
projectile-response potentialdvee

P (t) on the charge-state cor
related cross sectionsskl . Pure multiple ionization and
single capture with ionization are enhanced at low

FIG. 7. Total cross section for single capture with simultaneo
l-fold ionizations1l ( l 50, . . . ,5) ~left panel!, and for double cap-
ture with simultaneousl-fold ionization s2l ( l 50, . . . ,4) ~right
panel! as a function of impact energy. Theory: present calculatio
for C411Ne collisions with inclusion of the target-response pote
tial ~11! @response~a!# only, and with the additional projectile
response potential~17! @response~b!#. The theoretical data corre
spond to l 50, . . . ,5 from top to bottom at low energies
Experiment: F41 projectiles; closed squaresl 50, (s) l 51, closed
trianglesl 52, (L) l 53, (d) l 54, (n) l 55; the data at 1 MeV/
amu are from Ref.@22#, and the data at lower impact energies a
from Ref. @21#.
1-8
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intermediate impact energies whendvee
P (t) is included in the

calculation, whereas multiple capture processes are red
in this model. This reflects that the main effect of the d
namical screening of the projectile is a redistribution of t
skl from higher to lowerk, while the global net cross sec
tions ~cf. Figs. 2 and 4! are only slightly modified. However
the effect is not very strong for the system considered h

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have presented theoretical results
charge-changing cross sections in C411Ne collisions at im-
pact energies ranging from 20 to 2000 keV/amu. The ca
lations are based on the independent particle model~IPM!.
Time-dependent screening effects at the target and the
jectile centers are included in terms of global response
tentials dvee

T (t) and dvee
P (t), which are driven by the ne

electron loss and the net electron capture, respectively.
response potentials are designed to account for the increa
attraction of the target and the time-dependent screenin
the projectile formultiple-electron ionization and capture
whereas their magnitudes are small in the kinematical ran
in which single-electron processes dominate.

As in our previous study of He211Ne collisions@18#, we
have found thatdvee

T (t) significantly reduces the net electro
loss at low to intermediate impact energies since multip
electron processes are strongly suppressed. Inclusio
dvee

P (t) modifies the global cross sections only slightly, b
its influence on the results is noticeable on the level of
relative contributions of the single- and multiple-electr
capture channels.

The comparison of our results with experimental data

FIG. 8. Total cross section for threefold capture with simul
neousl-fold ionizations3l ( l 50, . . . ,3) ~left panel!, and for four-
fold capture with simultaneousl-fold ionization s4l ( l 50, . . . ,2)
~right panel! as a function of impact energy. Theory: present cal
lations for C411Ne collisions with inclusion of the target-respon
potential~11! @response~a!# only, and with the additional projectile
response potential~17! @response~b!#. The theoretical data corre
spond tol 50, . . . ,3 from top to bottom at low energies.
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C41 and F41 impact reveals some serious discrepanci
which are not likely to be explained by the limitations of o
theoretical description. In particular, the experimental res
for the net electron loss show structures in the energy dep
dence, which are beyond the quoted uncertainties, and w
are not supported by measurements for collision syste
with other projectile charges. This was concluded from pl
ting the net electron loss divided by the projectile charge
a function of the impact energy divided by the project
charge. In such a plot, the results for collisions at the sa
reduced projectile energies should be comparable. Altho
systematic structures are not supported by the measurem
available in the kinematical range of interest for the pres
paper, the data scatter considerably around our theore
results, which, in contrast, are very similar for different pr
jectiles. An important finding from the present calculatio
with target response is the fact that a universal effective s
ing law is predicted for the net electron loss cross section
low to intermediate scaled energies over a substantial ra
of projectile charges. Experimental data with appropriate
solute normalization accuracy to verify this scaling a
highly desirable.

For the q-fold electron loss, we found good agreeme
with the experimental data for F41 impact, when the mea
surements were normalized to the calculated net elec
loss. By contrast, discrepancies with measurements for41

collisions at lower projectile energies remain unexplained
present. Experimental charge-state correlated data were
reported for F41 collisions, and were found to differ consid
erably from our calculations for C41 impact. We believe that
these discrepancies are mainly caused by the more a
role of the projectile electrons in the case of F41 projectiles.

In summary, we would like to point out that new accura
measurements of charge-state correlated and global c
sections are needed to clarifiy these issues and to asses
level of sophistication that is necessary for a quantitat
description of many-electron scattering systems in terms
quantum-mechanical calculations. This information wou
also be helpful for an extension of the theoretical method
the description of more differential observables, such as e
tron emission spectra in multiple-ionization processes. O
work demonstrates that detailed total cross section calc
tions in the nonperturbative realm have become possibl
the framework of the IPM. In view of the limited reliabl
experimental information, we can only speculate at pres
about the overall quality of the response models used and
validity of the IPM to describe charge-state correlated cr
sections in collisions of multiple charged ions with man
electron atoms.
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